The Co-Creation Activator™
A 5-Stage Process to Activating
Your Teams to Achieve Excellence
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The Challenge
of Activating Teams

If there was ever a question of how much we need
each other to thrive and be successful, 2020 has
made it crystal clear just how critical interdependence
is to our very survival. We are witnessing a global shift,
an awakening sense of connectivity and responsibility
that affects us all – from our personal lives to the lives
and livelihood of our communities, companies and
nations. We know that to achieve true prosperity, we
need to think outside our little individual boxes and
adjust our perspective to a more integrative one.
This global reckoning coincided with a profound
realization we came to in our own business.
We have been working for many years to help
companies create Cultures of Excellence – company
cultures

focused

on

purpose,

creation,

and

transformation. And we have witnessed our clients
achieving some remarkable results.
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BUT…
While these organizations were achieving higher

teamwork so that people will commit to it “naturally” –

levels of engagement and overall performance, it

through financial incentives, training, or team-building

was often not consistent across the business, and it

exercises, just to name a few strategies. Organizations

was tricky to sustain. As we started exploring some

spend millions of dollars trying to make their staff

of the stumbling blocks, we learned that while our

happy, engaged, motivated, and collaborative, often

clients were indeed performing, they were still not

with a poor return on that investment. While we

tapping into their full potential for one simple reason:

human beings are social creatures and most of us

they were working and creating in isolation from each

believe in collaboration, we also have independent

other.

goals and desires, not to mention different ways of
thinking, communicating, and working. So we might

We call this THE FOR-ME CREATOR TRAP™

recognize the value of teamwork and collaboration
on an intellectual level, but at a deeper level we

This trap is often inevitable. Workplaces have an

are working much harder towards the achievement

ongoing struggle to balance what is wanted and

of our own aspirations because we are actually far

needed by the company with what is wanted and

more motivated to pursue what benefits us most

needed by employees. Leaders try to incentivise

immediately.
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The For-Me Creator Trap™

How do you know if your company has fallen into The For-Me Creator Trap?
There are several warning signs to pay attention to:

you have high-performance in some areas but not

there is a lot of time and energy spent dealing

across the organization or within teams;

with peoples’ frustration and division due to
diminished trust and respect between individuals
and teams;

within management teams (even at the senior
leadership level), people are more focused on
driving their own agendas and priorities than the

while people may be strong at executing and

collective goals of the company;

achieving, you struggle to create and innovate at
the level you know is needed to be at the leading
edge in your industry.

there is a mindset of “achieve at all costs”, even
and especially at the costs of relationships and
interdepartmental cooperation;
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We became deeply curious to find out what would lift
people out of the For-Me-Creator Trap. What would
lift organizations into a higher state of excellence,
one that was widespread and sustainable across the
organization?
Here’s what we discovered:
In order for teams and companies to either bypass or
get themselves out of The For-Me Creator Trap, they
need 5 key ingredients:

1. The right mindset

2. A unifying purpose

3. Alignment of individual purpose and values with the company’s unifying purpose

4. A strong desire to be part of something bigger than themselves

5. The essential skills to engage in the practice of co-creation

The antidote to the For-Me Creator Trap became clear: we needed to create the
conditions for everyone to engage in co-creation.
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Introducing
The Co-Creation Activator™
Our vision is for companies to experience the power of Co-Creation:

high-performance across the organization;

there is high trust and respect, allowing time and
energy to be focused on productivity, innovation

people put the organizational goals front and

and results;

center;
there is a high degree of creativity and innovation
across the organization that puts companies at
there is a mindset of “we achieve more together”;

the leading edge in their industry.

Co-Creation is distinct from collaboration, which most

impossible, something inspiring in its potential to

of us are familiar with. Being able to work together

benefit all. Imagine the potential of a “SuperMind”.

is certainly important to an organization’s success,
but a company’s potential is limited when only

We needed a blueprint for this SuperMind. We were

a few individuals are creating and innovating, or

crystal clear on the principles that would support its

when innovation is happening in silos.

design:

Imagine the collective power of everyone involved
in creating something new, something once thought
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focus and full engagement to access unlimited

The 10 Principles of
Co-Creation

creativity.
6. Come from ‘not already knowing’. Seeing things
with fresh eyes allows us to expand our thinking and
gets us out of the normal traps and biases we fall into.

1. Be clear and committed to your purpose. When
you know who you want to be and what you want to do
in this lifetime, you have all the clarity and motivation
you’ll ever need.
2. Be inspired by what you want to create. You know
that what you’re creating is meaningful when it has a
tangible and positive impact on something outside of
just you.
3. Focus on the potential, not the obvious. We
cannot create from the same mind that is stuck on
what’s already been done or what’s worked before.

7. Contribute rather than compete. Competition puts
the focus on the individual, whereas contribution
focuses us on being of service to others and the
bigger picture.
8. Everyone’s contribution matters. Co-Creation can
only happen when we are tapping into the collective
insights and wisdom from every member of the team,
as we each contribute something unique.
9. No tension = No creation. The gap between what
we want to create and where we are right now is what
drives us to find innovative ideas and solutions.

This requires that we shift to imagining possibilities
and what hasn’t existed before.
4. ‘We’ always comes before ‘Me’. When we truly
understand how interconnected we are, we know that

10. This is the most meaningful thing we can do
Right Now. Co-Creation requires our full attention
and presence in order to tap into our highest level of
awareness and creativity.

we can do so much more together and that life (and
work) is infinitely more rewarding.
Based on these principles, we developed The Co5. Plug in to The Collective Flow State. Beyond an

Creation Activator™ – an advanced 5-Stage Process

individual state of flow, there is the larger collective

that helps organizations activate their teams to co-

flow state, where we can tap into everyone’s energized

create and achieve excellence.
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The Co-Creation Activator:
5 Stage Process

Stage 1: The Co-Creation Mission

Stage 2: The Co-Creation Leader

In order to activate Co-Creation, companies need

There is a unique type of leader needed to activate

a clear mission on how to achieve their vision

Co-Creation across an organization. This requires the

and business goals faster. This stage involves the

development of what we call 10/10/10 Leaders - leaders

development of a Co-Creation Mission with Senior

who need to be strong and continually improving

Leaders that integrates with the company’s vision and

in 3 key areas: Self-Mastery, Leading Others, and

accelerates the business plan. All team members are

Delivering Results.

then aligned towards achieving the plan.
This stage shifts any ‘For-Me’ type of leader into
The Co-Creation Mission is the first step to shifting a

a leader who is fully committed to the larger vision

company out of The For-Me Creator Trap by creating

and to creating this shift within their teams.

a clear roadmap to Co-Creation.
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The Co-Creation Activator:
5 Stage Process (continued)

Stage 3: The Vertical Mindset Installer

Stage 4: The Co-Creation Culture Activator

The right Mindset is crucial to shifting behaviours and

The focus of this stage is to activate the entire team

results,

results

are

to become ‘Innovative Co-Creators’. Teams are

‘Mindset

for

taught the practice and skills of Co-Creation, and

Excellence’ has been cultivated in every member of

the systems and processes of Co-Creation are

the team (not only in leaders). Each individual

incorporated into all aspects of how they work and

becomes clear on, inspired by, and committed to

create together.

and

exponentially

an

organization’s

realized

when

a

their Vertical Purpose, and aligns their purpose with
the larger purpose and vision of the organization.

Instead of isolated pockets of high-performance and
innovation, Co-Creation now becomes widespread

The organization shifts even further away from The

across the organization, leading to a culture that

For-Me Creator Trap as a collective shift happens in

sustainably delivers excellence.

people’s minds – leading to an increased capacity to
innovate and collaborate as a team.
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The Co-Creation Activator:
5 Stage Process (continued)

Stage 5: The SuperMind Accelerator
The SuperMind Accelerator is geared for entire

What we’ve witnessed with The Co-Creation Activator™

organizations or individual teams who are working

is that when companies fully commit themselves to

on specific projects or initiatives that require a

the process, they experience the biggest shifts in

high

of

engagement, focus, collaboration, and, of course, co-

Working with a SuperMind Coach,

creation. The entire culture becomes activated to a

everyone on the team is challenged to operate at the

higher level of performance and innovation, where all

leading-edge.

team members are inspired and excited to come to

degree

completion.

of innovation

and

speed

With the SuperMind in place, everyone on the
team

is

creating

committed

to

and

capable

work every day.

of

something that has never been

achieved before.
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The Co-Creation Activator
Scorecard™
If you are interested in taking your organization to the next level of
excellence, we invite you to complete The Co-Creation Activator Scorecard.
We will then schedule a 30-minute call to show you the biggest areas of
opportunity for co-creation in your business.
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About
Dynamic Achievement
At Dynamic Achievement, we believe that Mindset and Culture are the
key to transforming leaders, teams, and entire organizations to thrive and
achieve excellence.
We have specialized expertise in human and organizational behaviour,
accelerated learning methodologies, neuroscience, and relationship
dynamics. Our programs are designed for our clients to achieve the highest
return on their investment and exceed their business goals. We work closely
with a team of trusted consultants so that we can deliver programs designed
specifically to meet your needs.

To Activate Co-Creation – Contact Us
www.dynamicachievement.com
info@dynamicachievement.com
Tel: 604-926-6465
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